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Hollywood!… In Hollywood there are two kinds 

of people. The ones in front of the camera and 

the ones behind! But in the end, we know who 

it’s all about – it’s all about the Stars!

...Right?

Bloopers is an entertaining 5 reel slot, designed 

for Mobile First with symbols covering 100% of the 

mobile screen. It is a fairly volatile game, aimed at 

a maximized mobile casino experience. The game 

features 243 paylines.

The theme is based on a chaotic movie set, where 

the important final scene is just about to be shot. The 

two main movie stars (in their own respective eyes, 

of course the most important person on the set) are a 

couple of proper divas, constantly fighting to outshine 

each other.

The set is also littered with a team of small, charming 

characters – the Bloopers. All with various jobs, such 

as sound technician or makeup artist, they constantly 

stumble and fumble about, making life hard for the 

divas. Throughout the game there are five di!erent 

Bloopers to be discovered. It is always in the favor of 

the player when they appear. Handing out Random 

Wilds, Sticky Wilds and Expanding Wilds, the Bloopers 

have every flavour of Wild covered. And added to all 

this extravaganza the player is also treated to Falling 

Reels and Extra Free Spins. All in all, an award-winning 

gaming experience!

Action!



Fix-it – Optimizing Symbol Shu!es

Make Up – Extra Free Spins

Sound Tech – Random Sticky Wilds

Full Screen game experience



Stunt Man – Expanding Wilds

Exciting Base Game

Cutter – Falling Symbols

Full Screen game experience



Support for portrait mode

Betting Strategies



Are you looking for more action?

Many players change the bet size based on the outcome of previous gameplay. 

ELK introduced a new way of playing casino games with the launch of BETTING 

STRATEGIES. A betting strategy is a predefined betting pattern that automatically 

changes the bet level depending on a set of rules. A player can change or turn 

o! the betting strategy after any bet. Betting Strategies work well in combination 

with Auto Play. 

BETTING
STRATEGIES

Optimizer – bets a % of balance 
The bet level will be changed automatically to a percentage of the player’s 

balance. When the balance increases the bet level follows up automatically, 

and vice versa when the balance decreases. 

From 1% (Casual player) to 10% (High roller) of the bet balance.

Leveller – raise on 5 concurrent losses 
The bet level will increase 2 steps after 5 concurrent losing rounds. After 

another 5 loosing rounds the bet level will increase 2 more steps.

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a winning round.

Booster – raise on loss 
The bet level will increase one step after every losing round until reaching 

4 levels above base level (e.g 10 times base level)

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a winning round.

Jumper – raise on win 
The bet level will increase after every winning round until reaching 4 levels 

above base level (e.g 10 times base level).

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a losing round.



Bloopers Game Data

Return to player: 96.1 %

Volatility: 4 of 10

Exposure: 1 850 x bet

Hit Frequency: 24.3 %

Max win: 185 000 coins 
(185 000 EUR)

Bet levels: 0.25-100 EUR 
or the equivalent in  
other currencies

Paylines: 243 ways to win 
 
Game id: 10012 
NYX game id: 110012

 

Languages
BR Brazilian 

BG Bulgarian

CZ Czech 

DA Danish 

DE German 

EN English 

ES Spanish  

FI Finnish 

GR Greek 

HU Hungarian 

IT Italian

NO Norwegian 

PL Polish 

PT Portuguese 

RO Romanian 

RU Russian 

SK Slovakian 

SV Swedish 

TH Thai 

TK Turkish 

VI Vietnamese  

ZH Chinese (simplified) 

ZH Chinese (traditional)

Currencies
AMD Armenian Dram

ARS Argentine peso 

AUD Australian dollar 

BGN Bulgarian lev 

BRL Brazilian real 

CAD Canadian dollar 

CHF Swiss franc

CLP Chilean Peso 

CNY Chinese yuan 

COP Colombian peso 

 
Recommended size 
and ratio for desktop 
browsers
For the optimal gaming experience, 
ELK Studios recommend launching 
the game in 1600x900 resolution.
If scaling is required, use 16:9 ratio.

Technology
Our games uses state of the art 
web technologies including support 
for canvas and WebGL. The client 
detects the capabilities of the 
device regardless if the player  
is running on a desktop, tablet  
or mobile. 

The game client will then optimize 
the gaming experience based on 
those parameters.

CZK Czech koruna 

DKK Danish krone 

EUR Euro 

GBP Pound sterling 

GEL Georgian lari 

HKD Hong Kong dollar 

HRK Croatian kuna 

HUF Hungarian forint 

IDR Indonesian rupiah 

INR Indian rupee 

ISK Icelandic króna 

JPY Japanese yen 

KHR Cambodian riel 

KRW South Korean won 

MMK Burmese kyat

MXN Mexican peso 

MYR Malaysian ringgit 

NOK Norwegian krone 

NZD New Zealand dollar 

PEN Peruvian Nuevo sol 

PHP Philippine peso 

PLN Polish zloty

PYG Paraguayan Guarani 

RON New Romanian leu  

RSD Serbian dinar  

RUB Russian rouble 

SEK Swedish krona 

SGD Singapore dollar 

THB Thai baht 

TRY Turkish lira 

TWD New Taiwan dollar

UAH Ukrainian Hryvnia 

USD US dollar 

UYU Uruguayan peso 

VND Vietnamese dong 

ZAR South African rand



ELK Studios

Mobile First!
ELK is a fresh casino game studio placed in the 

heart of Stockholm. We develop casino and 

lottery games with a focus on new devices. 

Currently all our games are developed for mobile 

first. Since our technicians have built them in 

a smart way all games are also available on 

desktop and tablets. 

All our games are developed and compiled in 

Sweden. We use well known test centers such as 

Trisigma, Nmi and Gaming Accociates to certify 

our games. All games are operated by partners 

or operators who hold the license in each market.



ELK Studios AB, Vasagatan 40, 111 20 Stockholm, Sweden  O  elk-studios.com

info@elk-studios.com


